Abstract: Liberalism and anti-liberalism are two increasingly prominent but staunchly opposing streams of Islamic legal thinking in Indonesia. This article analyses the formation of each of the two through an examination of the role of formal education. It focuses on organic intellectuals during two periods, the New Order and the reformasi. Challenging the strongly-held thesis of the determinant role of education, this article argues that both liberal and anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking in Indonesia is a result of not only the intellectual formation in the sense of academic training and access to education and knowledge, but also the sociological background and exposure in building a new epistemic community in an urban context. As a theoretical understanding of sociological background and exposure, the concept of epistemic community deserves to be taken as an analytical framework in addition to education for the analysis of the formation of the two contesting bents of Islamic legal thinking in Indonesia.
Introduction
In his controversial speech entitled "The Necessity of Islamic Renewal Thinking and the Problem of the Integration of the Ummah" on 2 January 1970, Madjid argued for a dynamic approach to Islam which requires reinterpretation of Islamic teachings in context with place and time. In more elaborate ways, he further argued that Islamic values move in line with the spirit of humanitarianism which promotes
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Volume 01, Number 02, December 2007 the dignity of Mankind. As a result, he specifically argued, they are dynamic following the human development. 1 Madjid's argument implies that the literal or textual sense of the text does not represent the essence of Islamic shari>ah since the text is static, just as Man as its receiver is dynamic. Madjid was himself later known as one of the key promoters of liberalism, and neo-modernism, in Indonesian Islamic thinking under the banner of Gerakan Pembaharuan Islam (Islamic Renewal Movement/IRM). 2 Madjid's argument as such was very different from the approach developed within Media Dakwah (MD), a publication medium of the Dewan Dakwah Islamiyah Indonesia (DDII/Indonesian Council for Islamic Proselytising), which is used to interpret Islamic texts. In one of its articles, MD argued that the textual sense of Islamic texts represents the shari>ah itself. According to MD, neglecting the textual sense of Islamic texts has the same meaning as disbelieving the essence of shari>ah, which is based on its literal sense as well. In MD's view, furthermore, disbelieving the essence of shari>ah can be identified as disbelieving Islam. 3 MD has been known as a key promoter of antiliberal thinking in Indonesian Islam. 4 Over than two decades later of Madjid's delivery of such a controversial idea, Ulil Abshar-Abdalla, the co-ordinator of Jaringan Islam Liberal (JIL/Liberal Islam Network), asserts that the Islamic texts move in an interactive dialogue with, and on the same level as, historical experiences of Muslims. This assertion means that the Islamic teachings (doctrines) are not yet finalised by the revelation of the divine texts in the 7 th century. In Abshar-Abdalla's view, Islam holds a universal principle that Man has an important position as its receiver. Based on the concept of takri> m (the recognition by Islam of Man's role in religion, based on the Qur'a> n 2:30 and 17:70), AbsharAbdalla argues that Islam "recognises the complexity of human experiences which cannot be undermined or subjugated by the texts which are considered 'universal'." 5 This is because, Abshar-Abdalla suggests, human beings with all of their experiences constitute an important foundation for their submission to God. 6 As a result, for Abshar-Abdalla, Muslims' experience in real-life (historicity of Islam) must be incorporated into the interpretation of Islamic normativity or texts, since the Islamic texts are "living and authentic ". 7 This leads to a further consequence of the wide opening of the gate for the ijtiha> d, since the Islamic teachings (doctrines) are regarded as being not yet finalised or finished by the revelation of the divine texts in the 7 th century.
One of the key and influential thinkers within MD in reformasi period, Hartono Ahmad Jaiz, supports the restricted use of ijtiha> d, however, if it is confined to those aspects of Islam not considered as primary (us} u> l) but secondary (furu>) or silenced/unelaborated (masku> t `anh). He defines primary aspects as those issues which have been explained by the dali> l (legal indicator/evidence) in the Qur'a> n and H{ adi> th in such a firm, lucid and unambiguous way that agreement, rather than disagreement, emerges among Muslims. He argues that these primary aspects are related to Islamic `aqi> dah, such as the six pillars of i> ma> n (faith). He claims those who disagree with these primary 5 Ulil Abshar-Abdalla, "Menghindari Bibliolatri: Tentang Pentingnya Menyegarkan Kembali Pemahaman Islam, " Jaringan Islam Liberal website, 8 February 2004: http://www.islamlib.com/id/page.php?page=article&id=251 (Accessed 10 on February 2003). 6 Ibid.
7 Ulil Abshar-Abdalla, "Teks, Ortodoksi, Estetika: Sebuah Ketegangan," in Aswab Mahasin et al. (eds), Ruh Islam dalam Budaya Bangsa: Konsep Estetika (Jakarta: Yayasan Festival Istiqlal, 1996) , p. 15.
Volume 01, Number 02, December 2007 aspects have strayed from the path of Islam. As a result, there is no room for ijtiha> d in these aspects. 8 This paper is not much about the examination of ideas concerned with Islamic legal thinking developed either by liberal of anti-liberal Muslim thinkers. Rather, it is an attempt to analyse the formation of liberal and anti-liberal legal thinking in Indonesian Islam. The main concern of this paper is the problem whether education has a decisive and determinant role in the formation of liberal and anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking. For the purpose of analysis, this paper takes Madjid and Abshar-Abdalla as two cases of liberal Muslim thinkers representing respectively two discrete periods, the New Order and the reformasi. It also considers -following the same pattern of analysis of the liberal Islamic legal thinking-H.M. Rasjidi and Jaiz as two samples of antiliberal Muslim thinkers respectively in the New Order and reformasi period.
The paper argues that education plays a certain role in shaping Islamic legal thinking but is not the only and the determinant factor. Another theoretical framework, the paper further argues, should be added to the examining of the formation of Islamic legal thinking, that is a sociological background which centres around the concept of "epistemic community". This concept refers to a community where ideas are circulated among its members, and as a result it creates an intellectual discourse as well as a sense of unity among its members. 9 The paper begins with the investigation of the formation of liberal Islamic legal thinking, followed later with the analysis of the formation of anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking.
Education as a Perspective: A Scholarly Debate
Any communities across the world share an interest in maintaining their own norms, values, and ideologies. Transfer of those norms, 8 See Hartono's ideas in "Kesesatan Menggerogoti Ummat Islam, " Media Dakwah, no. 347 (May 2003), pp. 33-36 . At the end of discussion, this article calls on the reader to refer to the book of Hartono Ahmad Jaiz entitled Aliran dan Paham Sesat di Indonesia (Jakarta: Pustaka Al-Kautsar, 2002) . 9 For more detail about this concept, see Peter M. Haas, "Introduction: Epistemic Communities and International Policy Coordination," International Organization, no. 6, vol. 1 (1992), p. 27; Michel Foucault, "Truth and Power," in Colin Gordon (ed.) values, and ideologies is a crucial, and even inevitable, attempt at realising this interest. Education is an effective medium for the transferring of norms, values, and ideologies in particular. In a wider context, it is a significant instrument for producing, distributing, and consuming certain norms and values, both old and new-fashioned, applying to certain communities. Education plays an important role, therefore, in shaping certain cultural and ideological formations within particular communities.
It is in this context that many scholars believe that education has a decisive and determinant role in shaping the formation of liberal Islamic legal thinking in particular in Indonesia. Scholars such as Greg Barton, Airlangga Pribadi and Yudhi R. Haryono, Goenawan Mohamad, Komaruddin Hidayat, Munawir Sjadzali, and Azyumardi Azra, are representatives of those who subscribe to this belief. Barton argues that the rise of liberal legal thinking within Indonesian Islam stems from the synthetic nexus of "classical Islamic scholarship" and "modern Western learning". These two factors, he further argues, represent the prerequisite for the emergence of liberalism in Indonesian Islamic legal thinking as clearly represented by Abdurrahman Wahid and Madjid in their respective ideas. 10 Following Barton's argument, Pribadi and Haryono are convinced that the discourse of liberalism in the reformasi Indonesian Islamic legal thinking is closely related to the promulgation of the discourse of the so-called neo-modernism of Islam which previously developed in Indonesian Islam. This neo-modernism, they maintain, combines the classical and modern learning of Islam. 11 Recognising the educational background of the activists of liberalism, particularly represented by JIL, Mohamad illustrates that the activists of liberalism in Indonesian Islam under the banner of JIL are trained in religious studies. They have this educational background, he argues, by becoming santri (students) in the traditional pesantren. He specifically argues that their educational experience in pesantren has equipped them with initial enlightenment and exposure to the pluralism of interpretations of Islam which has become the spirit of 10 See Greg Barton, Gus Dur: The Authorized Biography of Abdurrahman Wahid (JakartaSingapore: Equinox Publishing, 2002), especially Sub-chapter "Abdurrahman and Liberal Islam", and p. 391 (Reference Note No. 8 'an, no. 1, vol. IV (1993), pp. 28-33. Sjadzali, his experience in developing and disseminating his idea of reactualisation of Islamic teachings and laws shows that the reaction which was opposed to his liberal ideas came mostly from the side of the so-called modernist Muslims, and not from the traditionalists such as kyais of pesantren. Above all, he argues, his idea gained significant support from those who come from traditionalist Islam, and the particular person who had a special place in his heart in this context is Kyai Haji Achmad Siddiq, the Rais 'Aam (top/senior leader) of Nahdlatul `Ulama' (NU) at that time and one of those who are regarded by Mujamil Qomar as the NU thinkers who promoted liberalism in their Islamic thought. 14 Azra analyses the current phenomenon of the strengthening of liberal Islamic legal thinking among NU thinkers. He argues that their liberalism has a close connection academically to their backgrounds which have two educational bases: pesantren and higher education. While the educational tradition of pesantren, in Azra's view, paves the way for them to study classical works of Islam, the learning at higher education equips them with scientific methodology, including a broader perspective, which is needed for them to engage with these works. The academic advantages of these two educational bases, according to Azra, contribute positively to their exposure to liberalism in Islamic thought by means of combining the intellectual legacy of the two educational bases in dynamic ways. 15 In short, based on their own arguments, such scholars are convinced that education is decisive and determinant in the sense that the intellectual bent, either liberal or anti-liberal, in Islamic legal thinking particularly in Indonesia is largely shaped by education Muslims experience and are engaged with. The question which may be raised here, is it factually justified that education is so decisive and determinant that the formation of certain intellectual bents in Islamic legal thinking is solely shaped and constructed through it? The coming subsections will examine the thesis of such scholars on the decisive and determinant role of education in shaping the formation of liberal and anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking in Indonesia. The examination
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The Formation of Liberal Islamic Legal Thinking
Most discussions of Islamic movements in Indonesia begin by regarding them as a reaction to, or having links with, movements in the wider Muslim world, especially in the Middle East. This has been the case, for instance, with Nahdlatul Ulama' (NU). The emergence of this Islamic movement in 1926 has been perceived as a reaction to the Saudi Arabian government's move to purify Islam in its country of origin. 16 It is appropriate to ask, therefore, whether liberalism in Indonesian Islamic legal thinking has links with, and the same characteristics as, similar movements elsewhere. The American scholar, Kurzman, suggests that liberalism in the Muslim world in general represents the result of three historical shifts within the dynamics of Muslim societies. 17 First is the rise of secular higher education in the Muslim World which has destroyed the monopoly of traditional religious institutions upon the discourse of religious scholarship, and which has enabled Muslim thinkers to access texts and their interpretations. 18 16 This purification movement was greatly affiliated to the teachings of Wahha> bi> yah (Wahhabism), in which one of its agendas was to eradicate the ziya> rah tradition to the sacred tombs or sites. Opposing this purification movement, NU was established to maintain the cultural legacy of Islam. With regard to the ziya> rah tradition, for example, NU considered that it aimed to remind Muslims of the merit of the`ulama> ' (Muslim scholars) and awliya> ' (Muslim saints) who died, and to glorify and reminisce about them. Apart from this, it should be noted that NU emerged also as a local reaction to the purification movement in Indonesian Islam developed by Muhammadiyah, another large Muslim organisation established in 1912, fourteen years earlier than the inception of NU. For more detail about the emergence of NU and the perception about its existence as a reaction to the Middle East, see Karel A. Steenbrink, Pesantren, Madrasah, Sekolah Pendidikan Islam dalam Kurun Moderen (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1986) This academic exposure and sociological background seem to have stimulated the rise of liberalism in Indonesian Islamic legal thinking. Academic exposure refers to involvement in two broadly different types of education among many: traditional and modern or secular and religious, just as sociological background signifies the growth of the new Indonesian Muslim middle class with secular ideological orientation. In their respective contributions to the rise of liberalism, the two factors cannot be separated from each other. The reason is that even though MD represents the same middle class of Indonesian Muslims, as do JIL and IRM, it tends to follow anti-liberalism rather than liberalism. This indicates that having the academic exposure to traditional and modern or secular and religious learning and the sociological background as a secular middle class appear to be the significant factors for the rise of liberalism.
For more detail on academic and sociological factors which contribute to the rise of liberalism in Indonesian Islamic legal thinking, analysis of figures called organic intellectuals behind liberal movement in two different periods needs to be undertaken. This is because the organic intellectual has a vital role in raising the intellectual perspectives and critical consciousness of its group, and in transforming and representing the sociological background of its group into its intellectual perspectives. For the purpose of this analysis, what follows is an analytical discussion of the selected organic intellectuals from liberal movement in the New Order and reformasi periods.
Intellectual Formation of Nurcholish Madjid: The Case of Liberal Islamic Legal Thinking in the New Order Era
Liberalism in New Order Islamic thinking was represented primarily by the Islamic Renewal Movement (IRM). Influential members of the IRM include thinkers such as Mukti Ali, Harun Nasution, Djohan Effendi, Ahmad Wahib, Madjid, Sjadzali, and Wahid. 26 However, the role Madjid played in the attempt to publicise the thinking of the movement and to give it confidence seems quite remarkable. For this reason, it can be stated that the dynamics of this movement are inseparable from Madjid's energy in his production of liberal intellectualism.
Born on 17 March 1939, Madjid experienced a cultural encounter of two Islamic traditions: traditional and modern. His father, Abdul Madjid, had links with Nahdlatul Ulama' (NU), regarded as preserving classical Islamic scholarship. For his early education, his father took him to the traditional (salaf) pesantren 27 of Darul Ulum in Jombang, East Java, in 1955 to pursue Islamic knowledge with its great appreciation of the classical works of medieval Islam. Madjid did not complete his studies in this traditional pesantren, because his father transferred him to Pesantren Darussalam Gontor at Ponorogo, still in East Java. 28 Unlike Pesantren Darul Ulum, Gontor is renowned for its modern curriculum, including the adoption of English as well as Arabic as the languages of instruction. 29 However, this pesantren does not emphasise academic training in classical Islamic jurisprudence as strongly as traditional pesantren.
Since it affects Madjid's attitude to the political appearance of NU activists, it is important to elaborate the reasons for his transfer from a traditional to a modern pesantren. The transfer was initially prompted by the political tug-of-war between his father and the majority of NU followers in his village in Jombang. Following the exodus of NU from the Masyumi political party, the majority of NU members withdrew from this party following the lead of their organisation. Madjid's father decided to remain with Masyumi, and as a result had to face political isolation from his colleagues. His son (Madjid) This political trauma, to some extent, has led to "political cynicism" about NU activists. In particular reference to his father's experience of political tension with the majority of NU members in his village, Madjid maintained his own political image of NU members and their political orientation. Even though he has been greatly appreciative of the role of this organisation in delivering the moderate teachings of medieval Muslim thinkers and in dynamising Islamic intellectualism in Indonesia, 31 31 Moreover, in his recent speech delivered in "Muktamar Pemikiran Islam NU" [National Conference of NU's Islamic Thought] in Pesantren Salafiyah Syafiiyah, Situbondo, East Java, Madjid repeated his appreciation of intellectual dynamics in NU stating that within the next 25 years, Islamic thought within NU will experience a experience of dealing with the political attitude of NU members which directly affected his father. In the early 1990s during a talk at McGill University, Canada, he cynically described NU as the group of "Nahdlatul Juhala'" [the awakening of the ignorant people], a play on the original meaning of "Nahdlatul Ulama'" [the awakening of Muslim scholars]. 32 Madjid's exposure to the modern tradition of Islamic learning was greatly enhanced by his pursuit of higher education. His studies at the State Institute for Islamic Studies (IAIN) Syarif Hidayatulah Jakarta (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) " "kemodernan" [modernity] , and "keindonesiaan" [Indonesianness] ). 35 The neo-modernism of Madjid in Indonesian Islamic thought, which highlights liberal understanding of Islam, seems to re-assert and further develop Rahman's idea of neo-modernism. 36 In sum, as a result of his academic training, both traditional and modern learning influenced Madjid's intellectual formation, and affected his way of thinking in Islam both in normative and historical aspects.
Despite the great contribution of his education to his understanding of Islam, this has not become the only element in his intellectual formation. The new experience of urban life during his studies at a university level in the metropolitan city of Jakarta 37 also had major impact. In addition to his studies at the IAIN Jakarta, as indicated above, Madjid was reportedly active in the Al-Azhar mosque in Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta. In Al-Azhar's circle, he became acquainted with leading figures such as Mohammad Natsir, Anwar Harjono and others, who had a Masyumi background. He learned form their techniques of argumentation, and absorbed the influences of urban discussion groups.
In addition to his exposure to urban life, Madjid were active in a number of non-da`wah institutions, including his position as the Madjid's intellectual dynamic combines two positions as both social activist and academic. His "protégé", Budhy Munawar-Rachman concedes that he is neither purely an academic nor a social activist, but a combination of both. 38 His social activism had its breeding ground in his twice holding the position of the chair of HMI as mentioned above. Madjid's academic realisation blossomed from the time he joined the Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia (LIPI/the Indonesian Institute of Sciences) as a researcher in 1984. It then continued to flourish when he established the Paramadina Foundation on 28 October 1986, 39 as clearly indicated in its "Manifesto of Paramadina" which consists of its basic principles [pandangan dasar]. 40 Madjid's intellectualism can be described as a product of the combination of his intellectual formation (academic exposure) under the traditional and modern types of learning and his sociological experience in urbanmetropolitan life.
Intellectual Formation of Ulil Abshar-Abdalla: The Case of Liberal Islamic Legal Thinking in Reformasi Era
After the reformasi movement spread across the nation, liberalism significantly influenced Indonesian Islamic thought. This liberalism is best represented by the activism of JIL. Responding to the rising phenomenon of fundamentalism-radicalism in Indonesian Islam, this liberal movement has attracted attention of a number of Muslims from middle class. Harjanto notes that apart from established Muslim thinkers within the movement, such as Madjid and Azra, those participating in this network come mostly from members of the middle-class, young intellectuals, politicians, and prominent writers. 41 Of the young key intellectuals who promote and advocate this liberal movement in Islamic thought, Abshar-Abdalla plays the most pivotal role within it, and hence deserves close attention. This is not to say that other intellectuals do not play a significant role in the movement, 42 but Abshar-Abdalla is its co-ordinator and has tended to become its icon. For the purposes of this study, he has been selected as representative of the movement in the reformasi era.
Born in Pati, Central Java, on 11 January 1967, he is a young Muslim thinker with a blue-blood background in terms of the Islamic tradition. He comes from an `ulama> ' family which has a strong and prominent background in Islamic classical-traditional learning. His father (Abdullah Rifa'i) , one of the great NU kyais in Central Java, has a pesantren with many santris (students). Abshar-Abdalla followed his father by having a traditional-classical Islamic education. 43 Among the significant features of his exposure to traditional Islamic education is his strong competence in the tradition and discipline of Islamic law. He studied at the well-known pesantren Analysing Abshar-Abdalla's background of academic training suggests that formal academic training alone does not represent sufficient grounds for the stream of intellectualism which an individual follows. Despite his academic training in a Wahha> bi> -inspired educational institution like LIPIA, Abshar-Abdalla does not appear as a loyal follower of this school of thought, but rather as a staunch critic. Instead of being a strict scripturalist-fundamentalist thinker like most intellectuals of Wahha> bi> background, such as Ja'far Umar Thalib, 49 he is more inclined to follow a substantialist-liberal interpretation of Islam.
In the narrow context, this fact indicates that earlier education in traditional pesantren, particularly under the supervision of Kyai Sahal Mahfudh has a greater impact on Abshar-Abdalla's intellectualism than the formal education at LIPIA. In a wider context, this fact suggests that formal academic training is not the only source for the stream of Islamic thought he follows, but rather there exists another factor apart from formal academic training which drives him to be personally attached to that school of thought. This factor is more likely to be traced through his later intellectual exposure and sociological experience in the new epistemic community.
At the end period of his study at LIPIA, Studies) in Jakarta, as a researcher. 50 ISAI was established and supervised by Goenawan Mohamad, founding editor of Tempo Magazine, and is one his Komunitas Utan Kayu (Utan Kayu Community) projects. Its purpose is to monitor and analyse the media. In this institution, Abshar-Abdalla came into contact with a range of secular philosophies, both classical and modern, which were circulated and intensively discussed by members of this institute.
Equally as important as his contact with the ISAI, Abshar-Abdalla also attended the Christian-based higher education institution devoted to the study of philosophy, Sekolah Tinggi Filsafat (STF) Driyarkara (Driyarkara Institute for Philosophical Studies) in Jakarta. In this institution, he became more closely acquainted with a large number of philosophical schools of thought, guided by Franz Magnis-Suseno SJ, a prominent philosopher originally from Germany. The purely secular knowledge he obtained from this institution inspired him to use it as a complementary means to understand his religious convictions. One of the results was his combination of Islamic law and secular philosophy.
To sum up, the traditional and modern scholarship with which Abshar-Abdalla has been acquainted has contributed greatly to his intellectual formation. Within traditional scholarship, he has deeply explored classical Islamic jurisprudence, just as in modern scholarship, he has acquired knowledge of social and philosophical studies. More importantly, for his intellectualism, he combines both purely religious and secular knowledge, and both traditional and modern learning, acquired during his formal and informal academic training.
His liberal understanding of Islam does not result only from his intellectual formation as such, however. His sociological experience later in life seems also to have contributed to his liberalism. Since attending LIPIA, he has been exposed to the experience of urban living. In order to survive urban life, he had also to participate in the urban-metropolitan way of life. An important part of his urban activities is his activism in non-da`wah institutions, including his positions as Program Director of the Indonesian Conference on Religion and Peace (ICRP), 51 where he shares his religious convictions 50 Personal interview with Abshar-Abdalla in the office of the Freedom Institute, Jakarta, 4 February 2004. 51 ICRP is a Jakarta-based non-governmental organisation which aims to promote interreligious dialogue for creating peace and social harmony in Indonesia. It is organised by several prominent Indonesian religious leaders, such as Djohan Effendi
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Volume 01, Number 02, December 2007 with thinkers of other religions, Director of Lakpesdam-NU, associate researcher at the Freedom Institute, Jakarta, and expert consultant for the Surabaya-based daily newspaper, Duta Masyarakat. 52 In short, exposure to urban-metropolitan life has given him a sociological experience which has significantly contributed to the shaping of his intellectualism.
Analysing the aforementioned background of Abshar-Abdalla, it seems that he has stronger Islamic-social background than Madjid. That is, at least, in three elements: he is a blue-blood Muslim thinker as he is a son of one of the great kyais in NU, he is a son-in-law of KH Mustofa Bisri, one of the great kyais within NU, and he is a "golden boy" or favourite student of Kyai Sahal Mahfudh. In short, AbsharAbdalla has enjoyed stronger social privilege than Madjid.
The Formation of Anti-liberal Islamic Legal Thinking
Drawing on his ideas concerning liberalism in Indonesian Islamic thought, Madjid made a particular argument about the meaning of universalism of Islam. He stated that Islam grew out of the essence of al-isla> m, meaning a total submission to God. 53 He argued that all Abrahamic religions, not only Islam, teach al-isla> m. As a consequence, he further argued, anyone who adheres to al-isla> m (total submission to God) could be regarded as a Muslim even though a follower of the Prophet Muhammad represents a Muslim par excellence. 54 MD rejected this idea of Madjid, accusing him of putting aside the Qur'a> n, the Sunnah, and shari>ah which are the centrepieces of Islamic faith and practice. This was because, MD argued, Madjid had only taken the aspect of submission, neglecting the distinctiveness of and Abshar-Abdalla. Its activities include a series of conflict resolution training sessions and interreligious dialogues, and building a network of interreligious groups in Indonesia. Such a reaction can be seen as an example of MD's opposition to liberalism in Indonesian Islamic thought, as particularly expressed by Madjid. This reaction seems to be continuously maintained as it is evident in MD's opposition to Abshar-Abdalla and JIL, which appears as strong as its opposition to Madjid-led IRM. 59 Such a strong maintenance of anti-liberal thinking is not easily separated from the general orientation of MD's thought. As indicated below, MD's orientation of thought has a positive correlation to its close identification with Middle Eastern ideas of Islam. In almost every single issue, MD has transmitted ideas from the Middle East, including harsh criticism of secularisation, allegations of Zionist conspiracy, and 55 See "Nabi Gagal Menjalankan Misinya?: Menguji Pemikiran Nurcholish," Media Dakwah, no. 222 (December 1992), p. 41. 56 See "Penyerahan Diri 'Yes', Islam 'No'," Media Dakwah, no. 222 (December 1992), pp. 42-7. 57 PJPT (Pembangunan Jangka Panjang Tahap/Long-Term Development Plan) was a development agenda of the New Order regime. They planned the national project of development for every 25 years time, and called it PJPT. Following the end of PJPT I (PJPT the first) at the end of the 1980s, they declared PJPT II (PJPT the second) to have started since the early 1990s.
58 See "Nabi Gagal Menjalankan Misinya?, " p. 41 . conservatism on the role of women in Islam. 60 This identification has evolved and is facilitated by the orientation of its main organisation, DDII, which has links with overseas Muslim organisations which promote conservatism in Islam, particularly in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Pakistan, and Egypt. 61 Above all, Saudi Arabia has held a prime position within the intellectual channel of DDII's ideas. 62 Because of this strong relation, DDII has been referred to as the "Saudis' preferred channel ". 63 The close relation of MD to ideas from the Middle East has a long history as DDII, its core organisation, had an intimate connection to the Islamic World League (Ra> bit} ah al-`A< lam al-Isla> mi> ), which was established in 1962. This intimate connection was strengthened when Natsir was appointed deputy president of the League. 64 The next question is how the intellectual formation of MD has processed. The combination of academic training, either traditional or modern Islamic learning, and sociological background as new urban Muslims is necessary to use for analysing the rise of anti-liberalism of MD. To make this clearer, the following is an analysis of the intellectual formation of MD's anti-liberalism through the organic intellectuals behind it in the two periods of Indonesian Islam: the New Order and the reformasi.
Intellectual Formation of H.M. Rasjidi: The Case of Anti-liberal Islamic Legal Thinking in the New Order Era
MD's opposition to liberal movement in the New Order era was particularly promoted by H.M. Rasjidi. Consequently, it is he rather than Natsir who represented MD's organic intellectual in the New Order era. Even though Natsir was still the great iconic figure of MD under its larger umbrella of DDII, his role in producing the response 60 67 However, when the Sjahrir Cabinet II stepped down, Rasjidi was removed from his position as the Minister and replaced by Fathurrahman Kafrawi, 68 while he was himself shifted to a lower position, the secretary general within the same ministry. 69 In his political career as well, Rasjidi was one of the first Indonesian diplomats, along with Haji Agus Salim, who contributed greatly to galvanising sympathy and support from the Muslim world when Indonesia became independent. 70 It is in the context of his international reputation that Rasjidi assumed the leadership position of 65 He was one of the youngest Muslim leaders appointed Minister for Religious Affairs. At the time of his appointment, he was only 31 years old, while most of those who have held the position of this ministry were above the age of 40. This fact was much more apparent during the period of the New Order regime. The only minister who was under the age of 40 at the time of his appointment was Wahid Hasyim, the father of Abdurrahman Wahid (the fourth president of the Republic of Indonesia), who was still 35 years of age. See Taufik (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) following the death of Natsir. 71 One of the possible reasons for his appointment as the senior leader of DDII seems to have been his ability to maintain the good relationship of DDII with the Muslim world, based on his experiences as an accomplished diplomat.
DDII
From the perspective of his sociological background, Rasjidi comes from a family whose background is abangan (Javanese nominal Muslim), and which is described by Taufik Abdullah as having little regard for Islamic teachings and rituals. 72 One of the examples showing his family background to be abangan is his original name given by his family, Saridi, which is very much a kejawen (Javanised) name. 73 Another example is his family tradition of sesajen (spiritual offering) by putting a kind of flower at the corners of the house in the afternoon of every Thursday, and kliwon Friday and Tuesday (the last two days being sorts of Javanese calendar). 74 However, Rasjidi himself did not follow these practices, but in his later behaviour criticised them sharply.
Having outlined his sociological background, it is important to locate his anti-liberalism in Indonesian Islamic legal thinking. This is because with his initial background as an abangan Muslim, he was supposed to be sympathetic with local tradition in which he grew up. However, the fact that he appeared to be defending anti-liberalism seems contradictory to his background. The problem which needs closer attention here is how with this sociological background, Rasjidi became anti-liberal in his approach to the interpretation of Islam.
It is in this context that analysing his intellectual formation is important. As indicated below, Rasjidi's education was based within modern learning. This is not to say that he was not well informed about the classical sources of Islam. He himself indicates that he, for 75 Thus, he was acquainted with some important works from the classical period. But, he had no formal academic background in traditional Islamic learning. This contrasts with members of NU who are renowned for their study of classical texts in pesantren. 76 Rasjidi's early intellectual formation took place in some formal schools, such as the Javanese-instruction school "Ongko Loro", Sekolah Rakyat (SR/literally means "people's school") and Kweek-school (teachers' training college) of Muhammadiyah, and Al-Irsyad School under the supervision of its leader, Ahmad Syurkati. 77 But, it can be said that Rasjidi had no lengthy academic exposure to traditional Islamic learning.
The formal schooling mentioned above significantly influenced his later intellectualism. For his university education, Rasjidi studied at Cairo University. Cairo is famous as a centre of Islamic intellectual debate, especially about issues concerning modernism and reformism with revivalism in ideology of thought, 78 and Rasjidi was exposed to the tendency to this revivalism. Azra calls this tendency "neo-salafism" which is ideologically revivalist, that is, calling for purified Islam in the sense of going back to the Qur'a> n and Sunnah with s} ah} i> h} (literally means sound) categories and totally refusing practices of bid`ah (unwarranted innovation), khura> fah (myth or unjustified religious invention) and takhayyul (superstition). 79 In addition to his formal academic training, Rasjidi's exposure to modern learning was enhanced by his attendance at a Western secular 75 See Rasjidi, Mengapa Aku Tetap, 11. Muh} ammad Ibn Ma> lik was a prominent linguist of Arabic whose aforementioned book has become the main reference on Arabic grammar taught in pesantren, and in practice all santris (students of pesantren) must memorise it. 76 See also Abdullah, "Menteri Agama Republik," p. xxvi. 77 Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, In short, the inclination of Rasjidi's intellectualism had an intimate connection with his intellectual formation which was mostly acquired from modern learning despite his initial sociological background as an abangan Muslim, as he himself admitted. Also, during his intellectual formation, he grew up within a group of Muslim students whose ideology of thought was revivalist. This kind of intellectual formation contributed greatly to the inclination of his anti-liberal intellectualism in Indonesian Islamic thought.
Analysing the inclination to anti-liberalism of Rasjidi's intellecttualism only from his intellectual formation is not quite sufficient, however. This is because a different individual with the same intellecttual formation might not follow the same pattern of intellectualism. Another thing should be added, therefore, to Rasjidi's intellectualism, that is his sociological exposure. Included at this point is his initial exposure to the national political movement in Indonesia. In this context, he appeared not only as a remarkable Muslim thinker in the early history of Indonesia, but also as a political activist. Along with other figures, such as Salim, Natsir and Prawiranegara who were involved in politics during the revolutionary period of Indonesia, Rasjidi also joined the national political movement as a member of the National Board of the Partai Islam Indonesia (PII/Indonesian Islamic Party) in 1940. He then transformed himself to be one of the key figures in the Masyumi party during the period of Japanese occupation. 81 The most significant element in his exposure to the national political movement was the revolutionary period with the crucial debates about Islam-state relations. In this period, while being pushed by the wave of the struggle of nation building, he was faced with the problem of the tension between Islam and the secular state. This came to a head with the PRRI/Permesta rebellion in Central Sumatra and South Sulawesi, as indicated above, under the leadership of his close Masyumi colleagues, Natsir and Prawiranegara. In this case, he had two options, either joining the rebellion or maintaining his loyalty to the republic. These options caused him trouble. Selecting one of the two options would hurt either his relationship with the central government or his best friends. In the end, he chose neither option, but rather left the country and took a teaching position at the Institute of Islamic Studies at McGill University, Canada. 82 This bitter political experience in Indonesia was aggravated by his basic disagreements with several controversial Orientalists, 83 such as J. Schacht and Niyazi Berkes, whom he later criticised. Rasjidi disputed some of their ideas on Islam, particularly on the origin of Islamic law. For this reason, he was not only called "orthodox" or "fundamentalist", but also lost his job as a member of the teaching staff at McGill. 84 It is recorded in his biography that because of this unhappy experience, his contract at this institution was shortened and later he was fired. He held his contract only five years from 1958 to 1963. 85 Initially Rasjidi expressed particular appreciation of three prominent Orientalists, Louis Massignon (his former supervisor at the Sorbonne University), Wilfred Cantwell Smith (his former Director of the Institute of Islamic studies at McGill University) and Snouck Hurgronje (Dutch scholar), during the journey of his acquisition of knowledge on Islam. 86 However, his later unpleasant experiences 82 This story of Rasjidi is taken from Azra's description of his academic and religious career. See Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, " p. 18 . 83 Rasjidi identified Orientalists as those Western scholars who study Islam as a subject of their research. For him, the characteristics of Orientalists are not monolithic. Some, for him, are bad and some others are good. He appeared very critical of them if he found them have produced controversial ideas on Islam. On the contrary, he appreciated them if they appeared very fair about Islam by not producing controversial ideas. For more detail about the interaction of Rasjidi and Orientalists, see Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, See Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, This story is retold by Azra. See Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, " 21 . In a particular response to Hurgronje, Rasjidi himself declared it in his inauguration speech as a professor at the University of Indonesia contributed to his criticism of the study of Islam by Orientalists, and other derivations from this intellectualism, brought to Indonesia by Indonesian Muslim thinkers.
An example of Rasjidi's criticism is his commentary on Harun Nasution's ideas on the need to study Islam from a historical perspective and the urgent need to carry out the redeepening of Islamic thought. Rasjidi specifically said that these ideas were greatly influenced by the Orientalist perception of Islam. 87 The same argument was used by Rasjidi against the concept of liberalism and secularisation within Indonesian Islamic thought promoted by several figures, such as Wahib and Madjid, and these can be taken as other examples of his growing resistance to the works of Orientalists, especially those who had unsympathetic attitudes to Islam. 88 All these sociological experiences have made Rasjidi aware of his attitude to Islam both in theory and practice. Combined with his intellectual formation, these sociological exposures have led him to articulate his intellectualism, particularly in dealing with basic convictions of Islam, in such a way that he became a staunch polemicist in Islamic thought. One thing that should be noted in Rasjidi's articulation is his polemical aim to safeguard the purity of Islamic teachings and at the same time to protect the faith of Muslims. 89 Rasjidi's writings make it clear that he subscribed to the teaching of purified Islam. This conviction served to be a psychological drive for his intellectual position against liberalism with all of its derivations, such as secularism. It is because of his strong convictions about purified Islam that Azra dubbed Rasjidi "the guardian of the faith". 90 Azra's description illustrates Rasjidi's inclination to puritanical intellectualism within Islamic thought.
Intellectual Formation of Hartono Ahmad Jaiz: The Case of Anti-liberal Islamic Legal Thinking in Reformasi Era
Attempts to examine the production of anti-liberal Islamic thinking by MD in the reformasi era necessitate a closer look at the pivotal role played by Hartono Ahmad Jaiz. As indicated above, he represents the organic intellectual behind MD in this era, because of his ideas which colour the articulation of the journal in general. Above all, he has held the position of pengasuh ('the guardian', or editor) responsible for the column "Islamika" of the journal since 1998. 91 The editor of this column is very important for the tone of the journal because it directly interacts with readers. While other columns generally use one-way communication in the sense that all articulation of ideas comes solely from the journal, the column "Islamika" which is mainly a "question and answer" uses two-way communication in which the flow of ideas comes from both sides, the journal and its readers.
Jaiz was born to a devout Muslim family in Boyolali, Central Java, on 1 April 1953. His father, Ahmad Jaiz, was the ima> m (spiritual and ritual leader) of the local mosque in his village, Tari Wetan, Sumber, of Simo-Boyalali of Central Java. His father devoted himself to his role as an ima> m, following the same tradition as his grandfather. In this mosque, his father taught Qur'anic lessons to the children of the 89 See also Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA," pp. 21-2. 90 Azra, "H.M. Rasjidi BA, " p. 14. 91 See Hartono Ahmad Jaiz, Bahaya Islam Liberal (Jakarta: Pustaka Al-Kautsar, 2002) 93 The place where he attended his secondary and senior-high schools deserves closer analysis. This is because Solo, as the place where his intellectual formation blossomed in the middle part of his life, represents the home of some fundamentalist and radicalist movements concerned both with religious and secular matters. In religious matters, the so-called fundamentalist-radicalist organisations and institutions, such as MMI and Front Pembela Islam Surakarta/FPIS (the Surakarta branch of Jakarta-based FPI), are based in this city. In secular matters, the most devastating uprising outside Jakarta in the midst of the reformasi movement following the fall of Soeharto was in this city. M.C. Ricklefs, a specialist in the history of Java, notes that Solo and its surrounding area have had a tradition of radicalism. This fact has emerged, he argues, since, among other things, the traditional authority within the city has collapsed while the modern authority has not yet emerged. As a result, Ricklefs suggests that anything can happen. 94 92 Personal interview with Hartono Ahmad Jaiz in the office of LPPI in Jakarta, 16 January 2004. 93 Jaiz, Bahaya Islam Liberal, p. 95. 94 M.C. Ricklefs' statement appears in his interview with the Central Java-based Daily Newspaper, Suara Merdeka. See "Solo Dipandang Punya Tradisi Radikal," Suara Merdeka, 26 August 2003. This explanation demonstrates that in the early part of his intellectual formation, Jaiz grew up in the city where fundamentalism and radicalism became parts of the typological dynamics of the city. He spent almost 15 years living and studying in this city and its surrounding area. This means that throughout this period he was socially exposed to the character and dynamic of this area, including the tradition of radicalism particular to that city.
In short, his academic history shows that his intellectualism was formed within the Islamic schooling system of Indonesia. This pattern continued in his tertiary education. He pursued his undergraduate study in the Department of Arabic Literature, as did Madjid, at the Faculty of Literature of the State Institute for Islamic Studies (IAIN) Sunan Kalijaga, Yogyakarta, during the period 1974-1981. 95 Since 2001, he has been furthering his study to Masters degree in Islamic studies at the Muhammadiyah University in Jakarta. 96 Even though his family does not have a pesantren background, Jaiz is familiar with the tradition of pengajian (study) of Islamic knowledge. He attended majelis ta'lim (study group) at local mosques and experienced some education in pesantren. In particular, there are at least two kinds of training he received in the pesantren. First, he attended occasional sessions during Ramadan in the period [1966] [1967] [1968] . In this context, he attended some activities of khataman (literally means complete recitation) of some small books on Islamic knowledge, as particularly organised by the pesantren of Kacangan, Boyolali. Second, he attended regular pesantren classes, such as in the pesantren of Jenengan in Boyolali (a place where young Munawir Sjadzali, a former Minister of Religious Affairs used to study) when he was studying at PGAN (1968 PGAN ( -1973 . 97 Looking at the background of his intellectual formation, at first glance it might seem that there is no significant difference with Abshar-Abdalla in terms of the traditional Islamic learning. Both have a traditional pesantren background. Both are good at Arabic, written and spoken. Based on this, it would appear that both have gained the skills needed to understand traditional sources of Islamic teachings. 95 Jaiz, Bahaya Islam Liberal, p. 95. 96 Personal interview with Hartono Ahmad Jaiz in the office of LPPI, Jakarta, 16 January 2004. 97 Jaiz, Bahaya Islam Liberal, p. 95 .
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Volume 01, Number 02, December 2007 There are at least two distinctive features, however, differentiating both figures: the continuation of the discipline of knowledge and the sociological exposure as new urban people. In the context of the first feature, Jaiz has been confined to Islamic studies as a body of knowledge as distinct from other disciplines of knowledge. This is clear from his academic training from the elementary to the tertiary level of education; all being within Islamic studies. Abshar-Abdalla, while mastering the body of knowledge of Islamic studies, has also occupied himself with some "secular disciplines" including philosophy, arts, culture and other social sciences. This can be clearly traced, mainly, through his higher education at the STF Driyakara.
From the perspective of sociological exposure, even though both came to the metropolitan city of Jakarta as "media workers", their social attachments differed. Soon after coming to Jakarta in 1981, Jaiz was attached to the so-called "Islamist media", which devoted themselves for da`wah activities. Unlike Abshar-Abdalla who was attached to the so-called "secular media", ISAI, Jaiz had his first experience in media as an editor of a young Muslim generation-based magazine "Salam" which was published by Jakarta-based publisher, Asy-Syafi'iyah (1981 -1982 . He then became a journalist for the national daily newspaper "Pelita" for an extended period between 1982 and 1996. 98 More importantly for the blossoming of his intellectualism, Jaiz held two important positions. so that Indonesian Muslims are in line with purified Islam. 100 The second position is as the editor of MD responsible for the column "Islamika", as described above, which he has held since 1998. 101 As a result, despite similar backgrounds as individuals from small cities with some pesantren experiences, both Jaiz and Abshar-Abdalla discovered new epistemic communities with different orientations. Their socio-intellectual backgrounds and their methods of being attached to their own new epistemic community have greatly contributed to the difference in their respective intellectualism. This is to say that the inclination of intellectualism, which in the context of this study deals with liberalism and anti-liberalism in Islamic legal thinking, does not result solely from intellectual acquisition. The new epistemic community which an individual makes and is acquainted with also influences that tendency. This is because the epistemic communities serve as "channels through which new ideas circulate" 102 among the internal members, and functions to unite the community of its followers 103 as well as to transform and modify the ideas which have been previously acquired.
Jaiz's intellectualism is an integral part of his sociological exposure to his new epistemic community. In this context, his inclination to anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking has been formed in response to the increasing rise of liberalism in Indonesian Islamic thought. This inclination can be seen in his ideas produced in his books including among others: Ragam Berkeluarga-Serasi tapi Sesat, 104 Islam Liberal, 107 Tasawuf Belitan Iblis, 108 and Aliran dan Paham Sesat di Indonesia. 109 From this list of his works, it is clear that the terms "sesat" [astray] , "iblis" [devil] , and "the ummah's faith" represent key elements in his message. Based on the identification of these works, it is not an exaggeration to say that "the guardian of the faith", an epithet similarly attributed to Rasjidi as indicated and defined earlier, can also be attached to Jaiz.
His inclination of intellectualism is closely connected to and is empowered by his personal sociological experience as a Muslim social activist during his career as a journalist and a member of DDII in dealing with non-Muslim forces. As a journalist for the daily Pelita, he had the bitter experience of being interrogated by the national prosecutor for his report on the case of 62 controversial foods, which were accused by a number of Muslims of being non-h} ala> l (non-legally justified) foods. Added to this was his reaction to the distressing conditions of other Muslims in several parts of the world, such as the genocide of Muslims in Bosnia Herzegovina, and their situation as refugees in Zagreb of Croatia, which he witnessed at first hand. He has thus seen Muslims degraded and ill-treated in circumstances where non-Muslims could be held responsible for their suffering. This has coloured his attitude to liberalism and things connected with the West.
Conclusion
Is education determinant in the shaping of liberal and anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking? It has been argued throughout this paper that the formation of liberal and anti-liberal Islamic legal thinking is best explained by the combination of educational and sociological factors. The formation of Islamic legal thinking within liberal and anti-liberal bent is not only a result of the intellectual formation in the sense of academic training and access to education and knowledge, but also an outcome of the sociological background in building a new epistemic community in an urban context. For the liberal bent in Islamic legal thinking, its stream of intellectualism is a result of the combination between academic exposure to both traditional and modern learning in Islamic studies as well as other disciplines of knowledge, and social interaction with groups of urban people. Characteristically, these groups of urban people liberal Muslim thinkers are exposed to have a secular ideological orientation (for example, they do not perform strongly a conventionally defined da`wah) and provide a new epistemic community within which liberal bent in Islamic legal thinking can grow.
By contrast, the anti-liberal bent in Islamic legal thinking results from an academic exposure to either traditional or modern learning. This exposure is both in Islamic studies and other disciplines. This kind of academic exposure is strengthened by social acquaintance with groups of urban people who have an Islamist ideological orientation (expressed through their strong devotion to da`wah activities) to become the new epistemic community for those thinkers who support anti-liberal Islamic thinking. This is to say that sociologicallyintellectually each bent represents different approaches to Islamic legal thinking within different new groups of urban Muslims in Indonesia.
It can be said therefore that education is not the prime determinant element for the formation of liberal and anti-liberal bent in Islamic legal thinking in Indonesia. Another key element should be added to the analytical framework of the formation of Islamic legal thinking, that is a sociological exposure and background. Central to this sociological exposure and background is the personal attachment to a community where ideas are circulated among its members, resulting in the creation of an intellectual discourse as well as a sense of unity among the members, commonly known as "epistemic community" 
